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Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE)

• Tumor RBE, Proton therapy Medical Physics perspective

• Acknowledge that considerable evidence suggests that proton RBE is not fixed at 1.1 and that it varies 
along the SOBP

• Biologically effective dose distributions may be different from those planned

• Sub-optimal treatments

• Unforeseen local failure

• Unforeseen toxicities

• Tumor RBE, Proton therapy Biological perspective

• In vitro evidence suggests a pivotal role for genes associated with homologous recombination DNA 
repair (HR) and replication stress (FA genes) in increasing the RBE of protons

• The slight increase in lesion complexity may drive this effect

• Impaired ability to repair a complex lesion

• Replication forks stall at clustered DNA lesions and have difficulty restarting

• Individuals burdened with tumors that carry HR/FA alterations are known to occur

• Alterations within other DNA repair pathways are also seen and may have similar consequences

• Screening for such individuals could make them proton eligible

• Dose de-escalation studies to limit toxicity

• Combined proton DDR targeted agents may hold promise
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Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE)

• Tumor RBE, ions heavier than protons, Medical Physics perspective

• RBE integration into biophysical models for treatment planning

• RBE varies by

• Cell type

• Dose and dose rate

• Particle type and energy

• Carbon ions were determined to be optimal for therapy based upon the early work of Blakely and Tobias

• Subsequently validated by other groups

• The carbon RBE is assumed to be 3

• In vitro data suggests anywhere from 1 – 5

• Limited data on other ions

• Hypoxia advantages with ions heavier than carbon

• He has similar RBEs to C and should not be as expensive to build and operate

• Tumor RBE, ions heavier than protons, Biology perspective

• Very limited human tumor or cell line data across the spectrum of potential ions

• DNA lesion complexity is greatly enhanced over protons

• Early studies suggest DDR pathways may be targetable for better outcomes

• Omics analysis of tumor and cell responses suggests novel biology

• Tumor growth rates appear to be suppressed

• Angiogenic and vasculogenic signaling is suppressed  

• Hints at enhanced immunogenic responses*
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RBE Normal Tissue

• Normal tissue RBE, all ions: Medical Physics perspective

• RBE is generally based upon cell killing which is likely less important for normal tissue

• Little knowledge of LET effects

• Mean dose or dose-volume constraints in normal tissue may be less informative

• Specific sub-structures may drive adverse normal tissue events

• Normal tissue RBE, all ions: Biology perspective

• Dearth of in vivo data on adverse normal tissue events

• Normal tissues show a variety of radioresponsive endpoints 

• Normal tissue endpoints are not necessarily driven by cell death

• Vascular injury

• Mitochondrial function

• Chronic inflammation

• Neuronal alterations

• Effects on CNS and cardiovascular tissues may manifest themselves at relatively low doses
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Biological Issues Associated with Hypofractionation

• Considerable success with hypofractionated therapy with X-ray stereotactic body radiation 
therapy

• High tumor control rates in a number of disease sites

• Limited normal tissue complications

• Success due to less prophylactic tumor coverage, better localization of high and 
intermediate dose

• Physical characteristics of charged particles are ideal for hypofractionation given the high 
conformality that can be achieved 

• The majority of carbon ion treatments are hypofractionated

• Less lateral scattering leads to lower doses to normal tissue around the CTV

• Less dependence on cell cycle phase or oxygen concentration

• Suggested that optimal use of hypofractionation achieved through the use of a gantry for 
greater selection of beam angles

• Radioprotection of serially functioning normal tissues found adjacent to tumors

• Better understanding of normal tissue damage processes with heavy ions

• Don’t know if the cellular or tissue damage generated is different from photons  
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Hypoxia
• Biology of hypoxia in tumor and normal tissues is complex

• Hypoxic tumors are resistant to conventional photon radiotherapy

• Oxygen enhancement ratio is approximately 3

• Radioresponse varies depending upon hypoxic state, i.e., chronic or acute (more radioresistant)

• Hypoxia is a critical micro-environmental factor in regulating the self-renewal of cancer stem cells (CSCs)

• CSCs contribute to tumor proliferation, invasion and metastasis

• Charged particles can eradicate hypoxic tumor cells

• Physical characteristics: 

• particle species, LET, dose, dose fractionation scheme

• Biological characteristics: 

• micro-environmental factors, CSCs, cell cycle, expression of cytokines and transcription factors

• Better understand the differential Biological Equivalent Dose (BED) for hypoxic tumors and 
surrounding normal (oxic) tissues

• One can account for differentially oxygenated regions and plan accordingly

• Requires real time imaging of hypoxic regions

• Plan for biological isoeffective dose in the local tumor environment 

• What is the most appropriate particle to balance normal tissue response and hypoxic tumor response

• Multiple ions?

• Boost?

• Is it sufficient to target CSCs in hypoxic niches

• CSC biomarker?

• What tumor sites would best demonstrate the full potential for particle therapy in radioresistant tumors? 
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Immune Response and Particle Therapy
• Radiotherapy is a balance between immune stimulation and immune suppressive effects

• Radiation effects are sensed by the immune system

• Dendritic cell priming

• Activation of cytotoxic T cells

• Attack tumor cells

• Provide immunity against metastasis

• Immuno-suppressive effects

• TGFB stores released inhibiting dendritic cell function and subsequent T cell activation

• Protracted lymphopenia

• Dose to circulating naïve T cells based upon field size, number of fractions and dose rate

• Extended treatment times over large fields limits the number of cells that can mount an 
immune response

• Irradiation of lymphocyte reservoirs like the spleen, heart and bone marrow

• Immune stimulation via use of immune checkpoint inhibitors

• Tumors with high mutation burdens better respond to checkpoint inhibition

• Tumors with defects in genes regulating DNA repair, replication and genomic integrity appear to 
respond better to checkpoint inhibition

• Charged particles, particularly heavier charged particles may have significant advantages for

• Limiting immune suppressive effects through limited fraction number and field sizes

• Early results on the release of HMGB1 suggest no difference in cobalt vs. proton or 
isoffective doses of carbon vs photons

• Enhancing immune stimulation through the generation of complex DNA damage

• Unrepaired DNA and a genomic landscape similar to that where there is a high mutation 
burden
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Omics and Biomarkers
• Integration of omics into radiation oncology

• Biosignatures and biomarkers that are predictive or prognostic for therapeutic outcome/normal tissue risk

• Identification of molecular drivers of therapeutic response

• Identification of X-ray radioresistant patients that would become carbon eligible

• Identification of molecular targets that would suggest drug and radiation combinations

• Analysis of gene expression after charged particle exposure
• Temporal gene expression patterns that are both common to low LET radiation exposure as well as novel

• Gene expression supports at the molecular level the unique response of tumors to charged particles

• Suppression of angiogenic signaling seen with protons and carbon ions exposure

• Suppression of signaling pathways associated with migration and invasion with carbon ion exposure

• miRNA signatures developed from blood of irradiated animals can stratify

• radiation type (proton vs photon)

• Proton dose

• Time after proton exposure

• Genomics and metabolomics
• Long term effects on irradiated normal tissues, GI, mammary and CNS

• Activation of pro-inflammatory signaling

• Persistent oxidative stress

• Altered nucleic acid and amino acid metabolism

• Opportunity for the development of biomarkers from biofluids (blood, sputum, urine)
• Responses to charged particle therapy

• Risk for disease recurrence

• Altered metabolism

• Strongly suggested that the collection of biofluids be integrated into clinical trial design
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Carcinogenesis
• In the United States estimates suggest that 6-10% of all cancers are second malignant 

neoplasms (SMNs)

• Understanding the risk for SMNs for charged particles is an important factor for the future of 
charged particle radiotherapy

• Modeling of dose distributions for IMRT and proton therapy suggest  the risk for SMN is 
comparable or lower with proton therapy including small studies in childhood cancers

• Animal studies using heavy charged particles for NASA suggest:

• RBEs for hematologic malignancies are low

• RBEs for some solid tumors are very high (20-70)

• Significant limitations in the extrapolation of these data to that of charged particle radiotherapy

• Ions and energies used are not those used in therapy (Si, Fe, energies of 350-1,000 MeV/n)

• Low doses (-30 cGy)

• Single dose, protracted dose, whole body

• Unknown is whether low LET exposures can inform high LET exposures

• Do they lead to the same types of tumors by the same mechanism?

• Can patients at risk for SMNs be identified (next gen sequencing?)

• Multi-center international efforts be established for long-term follow up

• Animal studies with appropriate ions and energies and fractionated partial body exposures are 
needed
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Summary

• In order to maximize the clinical potential for both proton and heavier ions there are 
significant questions that need addressing

• Particle therapy is fundamentally different from conventional radiotherapy

• Driven by unique dose deposition patterns both macroscopic and microscopic

• Novel biological responses per se

• Novel biological responses that can be further exploited

• Great potential for charged particle therapy: requires a significant investment in 
fundamental biology and physics and appropriately planned clinical trials   

Proceedings of the National Cancer Institute Workshop on Charged Particle Radiobiology

R Mohan, KD Held, MD Story, D Grosshans, J Capala

International Journal of Radiation Oncology, Biology and Physics
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